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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method for calculating cost savings of shared architectures in industrial companies called
AME (Architecture Mapping and Evaluation). The main contribution is an operational method to evaluate the
cost potential and evaluate the number of product architectures in an industrial company. Experiences from the
case company show it is possible to reduce the number of architectures with 60% which leads to significant
reduction of direct material and labor costs. This can be achieved without compromising the market offerings of
products. Experiences from the case study indicates cost reductions between 0,5 and 2 % of turnover. The main
implication is that the method provides a quantitative basis for the discussion on whether or not to implement
shared product architectures. This means a more fact based approach is introduced.
Keywords: Product architecture, manufacturing architecture, modularization, concurrent engineering.

1

Introduction

Many industrial companies (developing, producing and selling physical products) have developed the product
portfolio sequentially product by product over a number of years. There can be many good reasons to continue
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doing so, e.g. ability to develop specific products for specific markets, targeting specific low cost needs and high
end needs etc. The consequences are however often that there exist a large portfolio of products, where there is
very limited sharing between the product families, leading to increased complexity cost, several “inventing the
wheel” projects and thereby increased time to market and profit for new products (1, 2, 3, 4). A warning signal is
often that costs are increasing faster than turnover.
Companies typically have challenges such as the need to reduce cost, increase quality, reduce delivery time and
launch more new innovative products faster. One of the means to address this challenge that are often discussed
both in academia and industry is application of modular architectures (5, 6, 7). The basic idea of modular
product architectures is to build up product lines based on a limited well defined modules having well defined
performance steps with clear definition of interfaces (6). This should lead to reduction of number of components,
cost reduction in general and more focused effort on key modules leading to more cost effective products. The
rationalization benefits may be utilized to develop more new innovative products.
In principle everyone, from board of directors, board of management and down in an industrial organization,
agree on this. But in practice there are many uncertainties and many opinions. In our research we have often
come across viewpoints like “we have exactly the products that we need”, “all products are profitable and
needed for our customers and markets”, “we are already modular”, “if we increase the level of modularity, we
will compromise key customer requirements and increase cost”. All of the above viewpoints can often not be
proved right or wrong.
Organizational wise this is a very sensitive topic. Asking the question “could we do better with modular
architectures”. From R&D, the reaction is often that they are accused of not having done the perfect job. From
sales, the viewpoint will often be that due to the competitive situation etc. all products are required. In
manufacturing the reaction is very positive – but often more short term initiatives are in focus such as day to day
process improvements.
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The basic question asked in this paper is: How to find out what the financial potential is of shared modular
architectures? The target audience is board of management. The intention has been to identify a quantitative
method in such a way that discussions are based on facts and not opinions of individuals.
Concerning the link between number architectures and concurrent engineering, it is the assumption that when
number of architectures in product and manufacturing are reduced, it will lead to increased efficiency and
increased possibilities of achieving concurrent development of product and manufacturing.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In section 2 the research method is explained and section 3 will go
through the benefit dimensions and the reasons for including them. Section 4 is describing state of the art
literature. In section 5 the method for calculation the benefits of shared architectures is presented and section 6
contains experience from application of the method in a large scale organization. Section 7 contains the
conclusion.

2

Research approach

The suggested method for assessing the potential of shared product architectures has been developed by taking
from both the existing literature and some experiences of practitioners. More specifically, the method is based on
classical systems thinking (1, 8), Theory of Technical Systems (9) and PFMP (Product Family Master Plan (4).
The work is carried out by three M.Sc. projects and two Ph.D. projects (2,10) at the Technical University of
Denmark, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Section of Engineering Design and Product Development.
The basic assumption is that the competitiveness of a product program cannot be evaluated in itself – only when
mapped relative to the market and the internal functions of the company conclusions can be made. In this study
three aspects are considered: market, product and manufacturing. The links between these three aspects are the
foundations for evaluating the potential of shared architectures. Most approaches in literature on shared product
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architectures are concerned with the product aspects in terms of e.g. shared parts. Even though this can be of
relevance, it is not sufficient.
A method named AME (Architecture Mapping and Evaluation) method is proposed. The method has been tested
in a global company that has approximately 75.000 commercial variants on the market. The company has
divided the product portfolio into 6 product lines. The AME has been tested on all 6 product lines. This means
that in total 6 global data sets have been collected and evaluations have been carried out. The main aim of this
case study has been to test the suggested operational method and receive feedback from the managers in the
company.
With regards to internal validity, the research team has full access to detailed data from the company. In order to
gather accurate qualitative data, un- and semi- structured interviews are performed with the “key” informants.
The research group had semi-structured interviews with the managers, involved in this project, in order to assess
the results and receive feedback. The received feedback is valuable for the verification of the results from the
analysis, and for assessing the proposed method. The studies have been carried out over a time span of two years
from 2012 to 2014.
The next section will discuss the meaning of product architecture and what evaluation parameters to include.

3

What is a product architecture and which evaluation parameters to include?

Like most phenomena in engineering design, there does not exist a common and agreed way of defining
architecture. In this paper a distinction between product structure and product architecture is made (11). Product
structure means the way a single product is built up from systems and components. Product architecture means
the way a product family or portfolio of products is build up. Traditionally companies have good control of
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product structure in e.g. CAD, ERP and PDM systems. Product architecture is normally very weakly taken care
of. Traditionally responsibility for product structure is well defined, but responsibility of product architecture is
ill defined. It is the main assumption in this paper that the number of product architectures are a very important
fundamental aspect, that top management and other key persons should consider very carefully. Having too
many architectures will lead to high complexity cost and long time to market for product development. The
implication of too few architectures can be too high cost for product in e.g. the lower performance areas of the
portfolio or simply that the company cannot serve the variety of needs among customers.
In this work product architecture has the following characteristics:
•

Shared core interfaces

•

Core modules/systems exist in balanced performance steps

•

The architecture(r) are prepared for a number of future development projects, i.e. derivate products and
related properties in terms of cost and performances are known

The above phenomena will briefly be explained.
Shared core interfaces: Only a small fraction of interfaces plays an important role, but a few are extremely
important for e.g. quality and time to market. An example of a core interface of a truck might be the interface
between the cab and the rest of the chassis. If this interface is stable the cab can be developed without changing
the rest of the chassis. The whole product family can be upgraded in one step with one development project.
Core modules exist in well balanced performance steps: An example of a core module could be the wash-group
of a washing machine, some of the performance steps could be 6 kg, 8 kg, 10kg and 12 kg. Balanced means that
there the number of modules are consciously determined according to market needs and internal complexity
within the company e.g. production, service, stock level and development capability. One “ideal” way of
balanced performance thinking is “one need – one solution”.
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The architecture is prepared for future launches: An example could be boggies of a truck. There might exist a 21
tonness and 30 tonnes, but modules are prepared for a 26 tonnes variant with adding only a few new parts.
Another consequence of this is that interfaces have to be stable over time. This is one of the weak part of
architecture work in most companies that we have studied (12, 13).
In this paper, a product architecture is considered shared when more than 90% of the core interfaces are shared.
Then one can ask what a core interface is. This is pragmatic defined among senior market, product and
manufacturing persons. For a car, an example of a core interface is between engine and transmission. For a
drilling tool, a core interface will exist between battery and chassis. The basic assumption is that number of
architectures is driving complexity cost, it is driving Capital expenditures in manufacturing and it is often
constraining the ability to launch new products and product variants. Then why put the requirement on 90%
sharing of core interfaces? This is a pragmatic decision, but due to the size of the test company, the criteria had
to be explicit defined in such a way that each division of the case company could not have individual
perceptions.
Having clarified the meaning of architecture the next question is what evaluation parameters to include. There is
in principle an infinite number of evaluation parameters that could be studied. In literature roughly two types of
evaluations parameters are reported in literature (14, 17, 21, 29) from application of shared architectures. They
can be divvied in to growth parameters and rationalization parameters. Examples of growth parameters could be
time to market, ability to make new innovative products. Examples of rationalization parameters could be direct
material cost and labor cost. In this paper it has been decided not to include growth parameters, not because it is
irrelevant, but because it is difficult to obtain quantifiable data. There are often many opinions but very few
facts. On the rationalization side it has been decided to include data that are available in modern companies with
modern IT systems, mainly ERP systems. Again there are many possibilities, but included are four parameters:
Direct material cost, direct labor cost in manufacturing and CAPEX (CAPital EXpenditures) on tooling and
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number of architectures. The basic assumption is that if benefits can be justified in these dimensions, the rest
such as the growth parameters will be additional benefits.

4

State of the art

The review of the state-of-the-art includes a review of five different groups of supporting methods for the
identification of shared architecture benefits for a product program including product lines. The five groups
identified are function based models, matrix based models, concurrent engineering, Design for Manufacture and
Mathematical models.
Function-based models: Methods describing the development of modular product architectures often choose to
start with the conscious mapping of functional structures into physical modules (3). Functions can be represented
in function-based models, e.g. functions-and-means trees (1), or by schematics of the product including physical
elements to a meaningful extent (18).
The understanding product functions can be used in different ways to identify possible modules. To improve the
identification of modules and make sure that the modular architecture will serve its objectives, (14) define a set
of module drivers. The module drivers can support the reasoning behind the module identification by elaborating
the justification of the modules’ existence, e.g. ‘planned product changes’ module, ‘process’ module, ‘different
specification’ module, ‘technology evolution’ module etc. The module drivers are a part of a comprehensive
framework called Modular Function Deployment (MFD), which in analogue to the QFD method provides
support for the linking of relationship between the module drivers and technical solutions.
Matrix-based models: Another approach to identify modules is the application of design structure matrices
(DSM). This approach takes its point of departure in the decomposition of a product into parts and/or subsystems
while identifying the relations (and possible future interfaces) among these (19,26). By applying different
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algorithms and clustering techniques, it is possible to encapsulate functional ‘chunks’ that have the potential of
becoming physical modules, due to their functional interrelations. DSM techniques are the subject of many
research initiatives and serve as the basis for an array of derived methodologies. An example of this is the MultiDomain-Matrix (17). Alternatively, other design tools focus more on the specific task of examining different
functional flows with the aim of identifying modules (19, 20). These methods are heuristically based.
Other more general methods focus on the identification of common features in the existing product program in
order to point out the basis of the product architecture. By formulating the design task as a quantitative problem,
which can be subject to optimization, this method is balancing inputs from requirements and product variants
design with data models of performance and costs. By iteration, the optimal product variants are designed and
evaluated through quantitative performance metrics.
Concurrent Engineering: From the associated area of Concurrent Engineering, one can also find research into
the concurrent development of product and production architectures, with phrasings such as ‘methods supporting
the development of product platforms’. Nevertheless, interesting contributions are submitted within this area.
(19) introduces a three dimensional methodology superimposing the traditional domains of concurrent
engineering, by suggesting the linking of technology, architecture and focus relations in the process, product and
supply chain domains. (23) proposes an important step of operationalization of this 3D-Concurrent Engineering
approach (3D-CE) by developing a multi-dimensional framework that enables comprehensive assessment of
alternative product architectures.
The concept of Architecture for Product Family (APF) is introduced as a conceptual structure, proposing logics
for the generation of product families (29). The Generic Product Structure (GPS) is then proposed as the
platform for tailoring products to individual customer needs. In (24) another systematic method for concurrent
development of product families is presented, by combining QFD-based methods with quantified DSMtechniques and morphology analysis to visualize concepts.
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Design-for-Manufacture (DFM): Original contributions from (23) proposed a framework for the concurrent
development of manufacturing supported by the Theory of Dispositions (24). This is done by proposing a set of
models aligning the product design and the product life system phase of manufacturing to create a fit. However,
the case with DFA and DFM methodologies, the main focus is single product development. Herrmann et al.
(2004) comments that an extension of the DFM tools to comprise multi-product development will hold the key
to achievement of competitiveness.
Mathematical models: Some researchers have undergone the task of developing methods based on mathematical
models. Some methods are based on measures of modularity, which act as subjects of optimization using
different techniques (29). Others seek to integrate product platform, manufacturing process and supply chain
decisions through the application of mathematical models, thus extending the concept of the Generic Bills of
Materials (GBOM) by quantifying relations between decisions from the different domains.
Conclusion: It is evident that the contributions mentioned above can play a role in the identification of program
architectures. Situated in this cross-functional research field, it is clear how research centered within either the
product or production domain, tend to leave out important aspects of the adjacent fields, and considering the
identification of program architecture this is a deficiency considering the contributions listed above. Extensive
research is also found within the reengineering of business processes and different means of optimization of
operations, but these areas exclude necessary details within the field of architectures. They are simply not
concrete enough, or deal with sub-optimization of operations and processes leaving out the product domain. The
methods do not explain how the modelling and evaluation is carried out for very large product programs with
e.g. 70.000 commercial products and 300.000 parts. There is very little support for supporting the very
fundamental question: “how many product architectures is right for our company”
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5

AME (Architecture Mapping and Evaluation) method

This section presents a seven step method to evaluate the benefits of shared modular architectures. These seven
steps are:
Step 1: Map the market globally and main required properties
Step 2: Map cost/performance for core module areas
Step 3: Map each as-is product architectures
Step 4: Map as-is each manufacturing architectures
Step 5: Identify to-be product architectures and manufacturing architectures
Step 6: Map cycle plan
Step 7: Calculate financial impact
In the following each step will be explained.
Step 1: Map the market globally and main required properties.
In this step, the market and required properties are mapped according to (3, 14, 34). It means that the market for
a product line is grouped into approximately 4 to 12 categories. There are normally two axis in the mapping
(segment and performance level such as high end or basic), see figure 1.
For a pump manufacturer it might segment wise be geographical area (e.g. North America, Europe, Asia pacific
etc.) and performance wise, media pressure (up to 2 bars and above). For each group key properties, e.g. energy
efficiency and lifting height are identified. The product line properties are then mapped and competitor product
(best in class) are mapped. The result is a number of “spider charts” as shown in figure 1. Finally trend indicators
are identified, i.e. in which direction do the company expect a certain property to develop in future product
launches. Concerning the energy efficiency, it is very likely to be reduced in next generation of pumps. Trend
indicators are utilized in step 5. It is very important that the architectures are prepared to deliver the right
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properties. One CEO explained it like this. “It is important to be prepared for the next war and not the previous
one”
Step 2: Map cost/performance for core module areas
In this step the products in a product line are pragmatically divided into a number of module areas, that are the
carrier of key properties for a product. For a pump it might be motor, hydraulics and controls etc. Then a few key
module areas are identified, which are the carrier of major cost and major properties (19, 28). The purpose of this
step is to map key module areas in a direct material cost and a relevant performance dimension. For a pump
manufacturer it could be the motor and the controls. Often a few module areas cover the majority of the cost and
performance in a product. Then each module area variant is mapped in a cost performance diagram as shown in
figure 2.
This overview is quite important in the method (27). Often there will be different module areas with very
different cost levels but is delivering same performance. In other cases there will be module areas that have low
performance and high cost. In other word the module area is expensive and can do very little. What should be the
immediate reaction to such a module area “is there any good reason for having this module area in the product
line”. What has been observed in the case project is that there is up to a factor three in direct cost differences
between module areas that have similar performance. So there are significant direct material cost reduction
possibilities by consequently utilizing the most cost effective modules.
Step 3: Map each as-is product architectures
In this step the number of architectures within a certain product line is identified (23). The process is that key
interfaces are identified. This number has in this research project been ten or below. Examples on key interfaces
in a pump might be between housing and impeller. The interfaces play a crucial role in development for an
industrial company. If and only if interfaces are shared, the modules can be shared. Figure 3 shows an example
of how the number of architectures are identified. There is a very important link between step 1 and step 3.
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Reasoning from step 1 to step 3 should bring forward the question: How many architectures are right for our
company in order to deliver good products in the different segments. In the case company there has been a clear
tendency that the companies have more product architectures than can be justified from a market point of view.
Step 4: Map as-is each manufacturing architectures
The main purpose of this step is to identify differences in manufacturing properties, i.e. labor cost (18, 24).
Figure 4 shows an example where a product with different architectures are manufactured in different factories
in EU, US and China. What is compared, is the differences in labor assembly time on subassembly lines and
main assembly lines. In the case projects that has been up to a factor 2 deviation in labor time between the best
and the worst product architecture. This means that the product architecture plays a major role for efficiency in
production. In principle the productivity in the studied factories can be improved with a factor two by conscious
selection of the best product architectures.
Step 5: Identify to-be product architectures and manufacturing architectures
In this step experienced persons from sales, product development and manufacturing are taking a top down look
from a market point of view and identify how many architectures and module variants are needed in order to
serve the market (16, 34). This is really an expert judgement, where the most senior people in the organization
have to be involved. In the case project, the reduction possibilities in terms of product architectures,
manufacturing architectures and module variants has been between 5% and 50%. In other words, the company
is much more complex than needed.

Step 6: Map cycle plan
The starting point in this step is a 5 or 10 year cycle plan, showing when products and product line is expected
to be upgraded or relaunched (20, 21). Next phase out and phase in of architectures are added. It is further
assumed that the best modules are consequently utilized across the product lines. Based on reduction of product
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and manufacturing architectures, utilizing the most cost effective module areas, it is possible to estimate direct
material savings and direct labor savings.

Step 7: Calculate financial impact
In this step the benefits in terms of direct material cost, direct labor cost and CAPEX avoidance are summed up
(25, 32, 33). The results are three numbers explaining the financial potential of shared architectures. In the case
company, this has been a very important step in order to put shared architectures on the top management agenda.
One of the main advantages are, that now such an initiative can be compared to other big initiatives such as
automation, low cost country sourcing, manufacturing footprint location etc.

6

Application of the AME Method

The method has been tested in a global Business to Consumer company. The case company has sales companies
in 100+ countries, 35 factories in Europe, Asia, North America and South America. There are 6 R&D centers
that develop 6 product lines. The company has approximately 75.000 commercial product variants on the market
and around 400.000 part numbers. The company has over a longer period been part of several mergers and
acquisitions.
For several years there had been a discussion in the board of management concerning the complexity of the
product lines. It has among certain members been the assumption that it should be possible to serve the markets
with fewer architectures and parts, but no definitive conclusions could be made. Therefor the company wanted to
test the AME method.
A team of three full time persons (called the core team) for each product line was appointed. The core team
consisted of a researcher, a senior R&D person and a financial controller. This core team has ad hoc access to
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senior experts in Sales/Marketing, R&D, Manufacturing, Purchase and Financial Control. In total approximate
30 persons for each product line have been active in the work.
The AME work has been carried out during 20 weeks for each product line. The assessment work has been
divided into three phases.
Phase 1: This included step 1, 2 and 3 and 4. The main way of working has been interviews with key persons,
site visits to key factories and data extract from the ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems.
Phase 2: In this step 5 & 6, three workshops with senior market, product and manufacturing expert were carried
out. The work was fundamentally anchored around the number of architectures. The main question asked was:
How many architectures do the company need in future? It is an illusion that there will be consensus concerning
this. What happened in the workshops is that there were structured discussions and viewpoints were delivered
from the experts. After the workshop, the core team made a conclusion concerning the needed number of
product architectures, manufacturing architectures and module area performance steps. This is a very crucial step
– and much further detailed work has to be carried out later on in implementation. Table one shows a possible
reduction of product architectures from 60 to 25. Perhaps detailed studies will later show that e.g. 30 or 15
product architectures are better. This will however not change the main conclusion – that significant cost
reductions are possible.
Phase 3: This is calculating (step 7) the benefits in terms of direct material, direct labor and CAPEX avoidance
concerning tooling. Main input are the cycle plan, number of new architectures and number of key module areas
with “best of breed” cost/performance levels obtained in step 3. This means that impact calculations are very
conservative, i.e. it is based on solutions and principles that are already available in the company today.
The main results are summarized in table 1:
The work has lead to significant conclusions and discussions in the board of management:
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Reduction of number of product architectures: It is possible to reduce the number of product architectures
significantly from 60 to 25 without comprising the number of commercial variants on the market. No one can for
sure know if this is completely true, but it seems that a significant reduction is possible. It has become clear to
the board of management that the number of product architectures is strategic decision in the company that has
to be anchored on senior vice president level. One vice president explained it like this. “One architecture is very
wrong – there will be bad cost/performance compromises. On the other hand 20 architectures is also wrong –
this will lead to high complexity on and unfocused R&D effort”
Additional benefits of fewer architectures: It is the assumption that the benefits in table 1 is only the top of the
iceberg. There are additional savings in terms of reduced ware house cost, due to fewer module areas and part
number. Efficiency in factories should increase due to fewer change overs on the assembly lines. It should also
be possible to introduce later customer order decoupling points, which should reduce delivery time. Furthermore
it should be possible to increase utilization level in factories, due to fewer parts, modules and architectures.
Furthermore additional savings can be expected in purchase due to higher purchasing volume.
From an R&D perspective fewer architectures means that the R&D effort on each architecture could be
increased. This should again lead to increased quality, higher level of innovation and reduction of time to market
for new variants.
Product line design principles: During the work, it has been clear that some product lines are fundamentally
wrong designed. The engineering design approach has been wrong. It means that high end products have been
designed first and then the approach has been to “strip” them to reach mid and low end markets. The results have
been that cost for mid and low end product are too high. One R&D manager explained it like this “stripping a
Rolls Royce will not lead to a cost effective Polo car”. The conclusion is that every module area design should in
the future be based on scale up thinking rather than scale down thinking and part of one or more well defined
architectures.
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Implementation: Two fundamental implementation alternatives are being considered. The traditional
organization could drive implementation according to approved cycle plans. The implementation time would
then be approximately 7 years for all product lines. Another alternative is to establish a separate product and
manufacturing architecture organization that has the full responsibility for all product lines and manufacturing.
This would reduce implementation time but increase CAPEX. So far no conclusions have been made. Another
concern is the coordination between shared product architectures and increased automation in assembly. These
two initiatives naturally have to be coordinated. It would be waste of resources to automate product architectures
that will be phased out. Implementing shared architectures and then afterwards increased atomization might take
too long time.

7

Discussion

In the state of art literature on platforms and engineering design in general it is often the assumption that
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concepts for the future product program have to be developed in order to evaluate cost reduction potentials. For
practical reasons this will not be possible in large global companies, so another approach is necessary to evaluate
financial impact of shared architectures. The main contribution in this paper is a top down reasoning approach.
This means reasoning from what is required on the market and relating this to the number of as is product
architectures. Herby the mismatch between market requirement and current number of product architectures
should be recognized and the ideal future number of architectures is identified.
Compared to a real conceptualization project the AME method will not provide financial benefits with the same
level of confidence, but still good enough to evaluate if it is relevant to continue working towards shared and
fewer product architectures.
The AME method is very dependent on senior people in an organization, the top down reasoning from current
state to future state is often difficult and there might be conflicting opinions. The view point of the authors is that
even though the “ideal” number of architectures is slightly higher or lower, it will not change the main
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conclusions. This meaning that a significant reduction of number of product architectures is possible without
compromising the market coverage.
Concerning application to the AME the ideal company is mass producing with a history of mergers &
acquisitions, distributed Research & Development and manufacturing. Due to mergers and acquisitions there
will often be product lines with overlapping products. Due to distributed R&D and Manufacturing there will
often be misalignment, i.e. reinventing the “wheel” examples.
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78 Conclusion

The paper has presented a relative simple method for calculating the benefits of shared architectures, the socalled AME method. There are three major contributions. The first one is an operational way to describe and
count the number of product architectures. Secondly, the cost performance mapping shows in simple way how
the performance steps of modules are realized. Number three contribution is top down reasoning concerning the
number of product and production architectures. From a practice point of view the main contribution is the
increased ability to have strategic discussion on the right number of architectures in a company based on facts.
There are many improvement areas on the AME method. One of them is finding out how to reason from
requirements on the market, to number of product architectures and to number of manufactured architectures.
There must be sound principles for obtaining the right balance between the product and manufacturing
architectures. Secondly, it should also be possible to include other quantifiable benefit dimensions such as time
to market, R&D efficiency and complexity reduction in manufacturing.

89
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Figure 1: Mapping of market segments and required properties
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Figure 2: Description of cost/performance for a key module is mapped. Each vertical line represents a module
area. The lower dot is the cost and the upper dot is a certain performance of a property
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Figure 3: Mapping of current architectures
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Figure 4: Manufacturing architectures

Product Line
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

As Is product
architectures

TO Be product architectures
8
9
12
5
10
16
60

4
4
6
3
4
4
25

Table 1: List of as-is architectures, to be architectures and financial impact
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Financial impact [% of
turnover]
2,0
0,5
1,2
0,9
2,1
1,0
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